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My subject, to no-one's surprise: membership.
As many will know, ACCUTE is growing - but
slowly. Thanks to Judith Herz and Keith Wilson,
and to Nicole Rosevere here in Winnipeg, some
1000 letters went out
recently -to lapsed
members
and
prospective
members; now, the
replies are beginning
to come back, and
eve!)' time I see a
new membership
a comment that the
~ Ie!ter was successful,
and
disheartened
when I recognize that
there
hundreds
our
colleagues in Canada (and - abroad)
evidently remain for
the
momen.t
unpersuaded
that
ACCUTE- s~rves their
tfie
interests; or
interests of their (our)
profession.

could, and should. If we can (and we certainly
can) frame such compelling arguments, make
such powerful cases in our proposals deploying a formidable array of rhetoricai
tactics - why can't we use some of these
powers simply to persuade more of our
colleagues to join
us? I'm thinking of
the local level at -

University of Manitoba, site of the 2004 ACCUTE
Conference.

_pmfessional lives, in
ou r
de pa rtment
hallways and our
offices; I'm thinking
of
the
myriad
moments of casual
contact over coffee
(and
stronger
libations).
I'm
thinking of all the
we
spend
about the

not as if we're not
passionate abol;lt it on the contrary. It is
not as if we don't
have views.

I do not want to
restate the case that the - letter has already As a collective, we are, arguably, and
made, and certfiinly not to readers of the potentially if not actually, the most variously
Newsletter. Whatl'd like to ask, rather, is for skilled group in Ganada at making a case for
your heiR in ·another form;" I was struck last ourselves - and-not ONLY for ourselves, but for
year, ~nd I'm struck again now, by the our place and meaning and yes, our
collective and variegated rhetorical skills of the _ usefulness, too, in creating and in changing a
membership, -as ric.hly evidenced in the civil, tolerant, literate, and informed cl;llture. A
proposals that come to - as -every November; . culture that re-ads well; a critical culture. Why
and I cannot -nelp but think of the persuasive wouldn't we, quietly or- more forcefully, in our
power we have a1 our disposal as a discipline, local spaces, make the case for ACCUTE as
a power that we do not use as effectively as we
(Continued on page 15)

http://accute.uwlnnlpeg.ca

Call for Papers
The mandate of ESC is broad. The journal publishes articles
which make a clear and original contribution to scholarship, to
theoretical understanding, or to debates of current interest to
members of the discipline of English studies. ESC welcomes
submissions which adopt an interdisciplinary approach or reflect
the turn to cultural studies, submissions which make excellent
and rigorous use of more traditional scholarly methodologies,
submissions which address emerging areas of the discipline, and
submissions which articulate significant though not yet
"emerging" areas of inquiry. As a way of encouraging a spirit of
dialogue and debate, ESC also welcomes shorter polemical
essays about the "state of the discipline" for publication in its
Readers' Forum section. All inquiries, including inquiries about
book reviewing, can be addressed to esc@ualberta.ca.
Submissions should be sent in triplicate, and addressed to:
The Editor
ESC: English Studies in Canada

Department of English
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
T6G 2E5 Canada
All submissions should include a brief (100 word) abstract, also
in triplicate, and an electronic copy (either a disk or an email
attachment) in Corel, Word, or RTF format. Since authors' names
are not revealed to referees during assessment, the title but not
the author's name should appear on the submission . A cover
sheet with the author's name and address and the title of the
article should accompany the submission.

ACCUTE News You Can Use
Congress Registration Packages
Our membership list was forwarded to
Congress organizers October 23, 2003. Only
individuals who were members before this
date will receive Congress Registration
Packages by mail. Registration packages will
be mailed out by Congress in January '2004.
Please note that the ACCUTE office does not
send out Congress registration packages. If
you do not receive a package by January 31,
2004, you should register _online at http://
www.fe<lcan.caj.
~
If you' were an ACCUTE member in good
standing before October 23, 2003 and you
do not receive a registration package _you
should still register online, although we ask
that you contact the ACCUTE office ,and
inform us that you did not receive a package
so thc:t we may look Into the matter on your
behalf. The ACCUTE office can be reached by
email at accute@uwinnipeg.ca or by phone at

204-786-9094.
Please note that you must register for
Congress and the ACCUTE Conference to be
held at the Congress.

Congress Registration Fees _

ACCUTE strongly recommends that all
members planning to attend the
Conference register early.

Other Dates of Note:
If you have submitted a proposal to the
ACCUTE General Call for Papers you should
expect to hear from us about the status of
your proposal in mld-to-Iate February.
Please note that the ACCUTE office cannot
advise you whether your submission has
been selected to be in the conference
program
before that time (or by
telephone) .
A draft of the 2004 Conference Program
will appear in tne March ACCUTE
Newsletter.
24 March 2004 is the deadline for theACCUTE office to have audio visual
requests into Congress. Please advise the
ACCUTE office before this date if your
paper will require a.v. support .
More questions? Please contact Nicole
the ACCUTE Coordinator at 204-7869094 or via email accute@uwinnipeg.ca.

FUTURE
CONGRESS
LOCATIONS AND
TENTATIVE DATES
=> Congress 2005
University of Western
Ontario - May 28th to
June 5th (tentative)
=> Congress 2006
York University - May
27th to June 4th
(tentative)
=> Congress 2007
University of
Saskatchewan - May
26th to June 3rd
(tentative)
=> Congress 2008
University of British
Columbia - May 31st to
June 7th (tentative)

The 2004 Congress Registration Fees are as
follows:

-

$40

students, retired and
delegates registering
March

$60

stu<1ents, retired and unwaged
delegates registering from 1 -April
"AND postdoctoral students.

$100

unwaged
by 31

regular delegates registering

by

31 March.

$150

regular delegates registering from
1 April.

Registration for the ACCUTE Conference will
be $25 for students, retired _and unwaged
delegates and $35 for regular delegates.

We can't wait to see you at
the 2004 ACCUTE
Conference.
_Don't wait too long to book your
accommodations or travel plans!
See your Congress 2004 Package for more
information.

See you in Winnipeg!

The Association of Canadian
College and University
Teachers of English

The New Culture

CFHSS Report

Andrew Lesk (andrew.lesk@utoronto.
ca)

This quarter's newsletter is time out
for me. Rather I'm sending off the
excellent article "Why Hire Non-Tenure(Thanks to Anne
Track Faculty?"
Bailey for showing this to me.) One
other thing, though, you may wish to
start thinking of: at the Conference in
Winnipeg in 2004, our caucus must
vote in a new Representative for the
Executive. My time will be up. If you
would like to know more about what
the duties entail, please contact me.
Service work is always rewarding, and
ACCUTE is a dynamic organization!
The article below looks at the various
motivations for hiring non-tenure-track

faculty at Research universities in the
United States, but much of the
information here also applies to Canada.
It is by John G. Cross, professor emeritus
of economics, University of Michigan,
and executive vice president, Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation,
and Edie N. Goldenberg, professor of
politica l science and public policy,
University of Michigan. The article is from
Contingent Faculty and Student
Learning, Peer Review 5.1 (Fall 2002).
Peer Review is a publtcation of the
Association of American Colleges and
Universities. http://www.aacu.org/index.
cfm. Copyright © 2002, all rights
reserved. Reprinted with permission.
"Why Hire Non-Tenure-Track Faculty?"
(Continued on page 16)

Ch..istianity and Lite ..atu ..e
StudyG ..oup
Call for Papers
The Christianity and Literature Study Group
(one of the Allied Associations) invites
proposals or papers on any aspect of religion
and literature (including pedagogy and critical
theory) for its annual Conference at the 2004
Congress at the University of Manitoba, 29 May
to 1 June 2004.
We welcome submissions from doctoral students and suggestions for
member-organized sessions.
Please send submissions with a brief abstract and bio-bibliographical note
(electronic submissions preferred) by 15 January 2004 to:
Dr. Barbara Pell
Department of English, Trinity Western University
7600 Glover Rd.
Langley, B.C. V2Y 1Y1
Tel. 604-513-2121 x3331
Fax. 604-513-2010
email pel.l@twu.ca

Noreen Goltman

This is my last column as ACCUTE's representative to and member of the Board of the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and
Social Sciences, which also makes this column my last obligation as an ACCUTE Executive member. President-Elect Keith Wilson
will be taking over as the association representative. This is a very good thing for several
reasons, not the least of which is that Keith
lives in Ottawa and doesn't have to worry
about booking flights to get to the Board
meetings or the AGM. Keith is also in a perfect position as incoming President to bring
the concerns of ACCUTE to the Federation
table where we have always played a forceful
role. Keith, if you are reading this, you should
know that bringing ACCUTE to the dinner table has also been useful for us. Just because
you live in Ottawa doesn't mean you can't go
break bread with the executive or the staff of
the Federation, who have such a good time
together you'd swear they were Newfoundlanders.
Keith will be working with both the current
executive and the incoming President of the
Federation, Dr. Don Fisher from Education at
UBC. Feeling almost pathologically attached
to the Federation, I am relieved to know that
such capable people are carrying on with its
mandate. The Federation has been steadily
building its momentum in the areas of fundraising, political lobbying, and association
development. There is every reason to believe
that such work will continue, and that the
annual learned societies Congress will play
an even more vital role in providing coherence and reinforcing our sense of being part
of a Canadian scholarly community. By the
time you read this I will have attended my last
set of meetings in Ottawa, where I am sure I
will meet many enthusiastic new members
and say farewell cheers with old buddies. I
am grateful for the opportunity to have
served as your representative to the Board
for six years, and to have made such good
friends while dOing so. Best wishes to the
ACCUTE Executive on continuing our fruitful
relationship with the CFHSS. I look forward to
seeing you all in Winnipeg in the spring....

Professional Concerns
Anne Quema

non-tenured faculty?

This isa reminder of the four topics that will
be discussed at the next Congress. In the
spirit of ecumenism, the Professional
Concerns Committee and the Sessional
Committee have decided to organize panels
and roundtables that will involve the
participation of different key players in the
academic world. The call for papers is
addressed to full-time and part-time
instructors, undergraduate and graduate
students, as well as administrators. Please
send your submission to aquema@ac~diau.
ca.

4) National and International Ph.Os
In his CACEjACCUTE Hiring SUNey 200203, Rob Holton stated that approximately
56.5% of successful applicants held a
Canadian Ph.D while 43.5% held a non-

1)
Education, consumerism, and
Quality Education
We invite proposals for papers that discuss
the relationship between administrative
economic plans to generate revenues for
universities that have lost government
funding and the objective to provide quality
education. What are the contradictions
underlying these two objectives? What is the
impact of these contradictions on curricula
and pedagogy? What are students'
expectations? What solutions can we bring
to the problem?
2)
Literacy Skills and
Critical
Thinking
English Departments are under increasing
pressure to provide seNice courses which
emphasize composition and basic literacy
skills over the critical examination of texts
and contexts. Does this dichotomy exist,
and if so, should it be resisted?
3)
Increase-d ' enrolment " and
academic hiring
Who will be teaching English in 20-10? How
do we tackle the anticipated increase in
enrolment in Canadian universities and the
predicted shortage of applicants for
university positions? How do we solve the
contradiction
between the moral
condemnation of part-faculty exploitation
and the economic drive to geneFate
revenues at the cost of hiring underpaid

Canadian Ph.D. What is the
significance of this new trend? Does
the hiring of applicants with nonCanadian Ph.Ds lead to the
devaluation of Canadian degrees and
to discrimination against national
education and culture? ..

We are pleased to announce the launch of a new online literary journal

The New Compass: A Critical
Review
www.thenewcompass.ca
In the tradition of The Compass; A Provincia' Review ,197780" edited by John Baxter, Colin Ross, John Thompson, and Jim
Young at the University of Alberta, The New Compass seeks to
provide a place for spirited discussion and debate about literature.
The editors are Michael DiSanto and Sarah Emsley.

The New Compass will be published on-line twice a year, in June
and December, and we welcome submissions for future issues. We
are interested in ethics and aesthetics, and in theory and practice,
and we invite critical essays (of 2000-5000 words) on literature in
English from a range of periods. We also publish poetry, short
fiction, and drama.
Electronic submissions are preferred, but hard copies are also
accepted. Submission guidelines are posted at <www.
thenewcompass.ca>. Please send copies of your submission to each
of the editors:

Michael mSanto
Department of English
Dalhousie University
6135 University Avenue
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3H 4P9 Canada
mdisanto@da/.ca

Sarah Emsley
Rothermere American Institute
University of Oxford
I A South Parks Road
Oxford, OX I 3TG, UK
sarah.emsley@rai.ox.ac.uk

Report of the President of the Graduate Student Caucus
Sara Humphreys
Can the holidays nearly be upon us?
Wasn't September last week? I hope you
all had a productive and pleasant fall. If
you did, can you please tell me what that
was like? In any case, this column is not
to commiserate so much as to bring you
up to date on the GSC initiatives so far.

Background Information
In May of this year, the former GSC
president, Karen Selesky, suggested we
investigate the effects of the new hiring
practices the HRDC instituted in 2001.
A letter to all English departments was
suggested as an initial step in this
inquiry. The letter is meant to address
the concerns graduate students ~ in
Canadian departments have when
entering a highly competitive job market.
The following list provides you with a
brief history of HRDC hiring practices.
• Former University of Toronto Provost,
Dr. Adel Sedra, influenced the change
heavily. Sedra wanted U of T to be able
to compete with other universities for
the best candidates internationally
without having to wait until all Canadian
candidates were assessed.
• The old process involved a two tier
hiring system that forced universities to

advertise for and then consider
Canadian candidates (citizens and
permanent residents) ahead of
international candidates.
• The new process allows for searches
to be simultaneous from the get-go.
This means that universities receive all
applications at the same time. The
following caveat is placed on all
advertisements for faculty positions: "All
qualified candidates are encouraged to
apply; however, Canadian citizens and
permanent residents will be given
priority."
The question is - how does this change
affect Canadian applicants? That is a
question to which we may never receive
a clear answer. I will not use the small
space I have in this column to quote
statistics; besides, we have all seen the
numbers and have any number of
interpretations. The fact is that many
graduate students feel that they must
first perform "military service" at a U.S.
university before entering the Canadian
market.
What is more, numerous
students feel unprepared for interviews,
or job talks, teaching dossiers, and so
on. The change in the HRDC rules adds
to this anxiety-fuelled fire.

No Solutions but a Suggestion or Two
The following suggestions come from the
proverbial horse's mouth: the GSC
representatives and members have
done a fantastic job in gathering
information and expressing their views. I
strongly feel, armed with the information
provided by representatives and
members, that this letter will, hopefully,
open communication lines between
departments and students regarding this
issue.
The members have clearly stated that
students need to become more
professionalized, but not through a

"cookie-cutter" process that patterns
the "perfect" academic candidate. To
this end, the letter will list suggestions
for departments to create liaisons with
students and encourage the kinds of
professiona I activities students need
to pursue. These activities include
joining organizations and associations,
attending conferences, and
participating with hiring committees.
On top of everything else - why must
we do all of this?
I am not here to harp about the
academic "game." The fact is that any
job market involves a kind of image
production and we must try to
negotiate this process the best way
we can. Active involvement in
departmental hiring processes and
engagement in professional activities,
with the support of our respective
departments, can act as a catalyst for
change in a variety of ways. The letter
is a start to all of this.
Ahem - before any of this marvellous
stuff can happen, I have to actually
complete the letter.
I do have a
draft - a dusty draft in my hard drive
that is waiting to be pulled out and
assembled. I hope to have the letter
posted on the ACCUTE listserv for your
comments, suggestions and approval
in December.
I would like to welcome three new
ACCUTE representatives: J.E.D.
LaCoste (University of Western
Ontario), Wendy Matthews (University
of Alberta), and Kaley Joyes
(McMaster University) - thank you for
volunteering!!!
Please
e-mail
me
at
smh u mph r@artsmail.uwaterloo.ca
with any ideas or suggestions you may
have.
I wish you all a happy holiday!!!

What's happening at ESC: English Studies in Canada
Jo-Ann Wallace, ESC Editor
By the time you read this issue of the
ACCUTE Newsletter, you may already have
received your copy of the redesigned ESC.
As I write, -PDFs of the issue have just been
FTPed to the printer. If that last sentence
has your head spinning, let me just say that
I feel your pain. To someone as
technologically challenged asl am, the
brave new e-world of
journal publishing is a
bewildering
place.
Happily, our Electronics
& Design Editor, Harvey
Quamen, not only feels at
home in this world ... he
likes it. Under
have had crash courses
on the history of print
(moveable type is good,
typewriters are
bad,
digital print is good is what I took away
from it), we've had our first stab at
copyediting electronic texts, and we're
about to be initiated into the mysteries of
entering text into Adobe InDesign. Allthis to
say that Harvey has shouldered the burden
of this issue: creating the InDesign
templates that will provide the electronic
backbone for this and future issues,
sending contributors' proofs by PDF,
negotiating with printers, and generally, in
his words, "building the machine "that will
be the new ESC production cycle. And, for
those who are also novitiates to all things
electronic, a PDF is a "portable document
file- "and an FTP is a "file transport
protocol" -and yes, the noun gets verbed.
The rest of us have also been busy. As
always, our Reviews Editor, Robert Wilson,
invites proposals for review articles and
queries from potential reviewers. He can
be reached at esc@ualberta.ca. And our
two Submissions
Editors,
Michael
O'Driscoli and Cheryl Suzack, are preparing
Readers' Forums on issues that we think
'11 be of interest to our communities. -

The first-which, for obvious reasons of
Parliamentary timing, will appear in our
very next issue-is on Bill C-20. Here is
Mike's description of the topic and his
request for queries: "This proposed
amendment to the Canadian Criminal
Code is designed to protect children
from 'pornography 'and sexual
exploitation. Jiowever, a number of
cultural groups across the country
oppose the bill on the
grounds that it is poorly
crafted and poses a serious
'threat to freedom of
expression
for
all
Canadians. If passed, C-20
will remove the defence of
artistic merit, as well as
educational, scientific or
medical purpose, from the
Criminal Code in cases
where the artist's work, due
to its content and/or
theme, could be charged as ; child
pornography.' Instead, tne onus will be
on the accused to prove that his or her
artistic work is for the 'public good'
and does not exceed the limits of what
is understood to be the 'public good' in
Canada. Contributors are invited to
consider the impact of Bill C-20 on
literary culture and education in
Canada, as well as related topics such
as pornography and the law, literature
and the public sphere, academia and
advocacy, aesthetics and politics, etc.
Contributions should be no longer than
2000 words in length. The deadline -for
submissions is January 16, 2004."
Preliminary ql;leries from potential
contributors should (with haste!) be
addressed to esc.bdriscoll@ualberta.
ca.
And here is Cheryl's description of the
topic for another lJpcoming Readers'
Forum: "'Always Indigenize' will explore
the 'activist disciplinary alliances' that
Len Findlay calls for to enable new
'rapprochements betweef) English
literary studies and Indigenous

studies.' Building on Findlay'S
recognition of the need -for 'radical
humanities in the postcolonial
Canadian university,' this forum will
explore how commitments to
indigenous knowledge may be put in
the service of new so.cial movements,
how indigenous knowledges may
address questions of decolonization,
and to what end indigenous studies
can refurbish cultural institutions,
especially, but not limited to, the
Our
discipline of English studies.
approach will be international in
perspective, eliciting responses from
humanities scholars from a wide range
of national, disCiplinary, and cultural
locations." Preliminary queries from
potentral contributors should be
addressed to esc.suzack@ualberta.ca.

Two Suggestions for Establishing and Maintaining Community
in the Wired English Class
Richard Cunningham, Acadia University

"By explicitly
attending to
communztzes
outside the
class, educators
can extend
their reach
beyond the
classroom, and
beyond that
part of the
student's
experience that
isolates the
class from the
rest ofhis or
her life. "

As an Assistant Professor of sixteenthand seventeenth-century poetry and
prose at a small, geographically remote
university with a proportionately small
library, I find the World Wide Web an
opportunity too rich to be missed. The
campus on which I work is fully wired, but
the suggestions I will make in this paper
should also work in the computer lab on
a traditional campus. First, I suggest
that the wired class can be used to
connect rather than compete with
external communities, and second I
suggest that the composition of webpages works well to establish and
maintain community within the
classroom.
On a fully wired campus students can
connect to the net virtually anywhere on
campus.
On my own campus, the
intranet backbone runs to most
classrooms, to all dorm rooms, to
numerous data drops in the Student
Union Building, in the library, in most
other public spaces on campus, and of
course, in the other direction, to the
World Wide Web. When sjhe arrives on
campus each full-time student is issued
a laptop computer with the same
software suite as all other students and
faculty, and this compatibility combined
with the campus backbone makes
communication between students, no
matter where they are, virtually effortless
and pretty much constant. As a result,
establishing community in the classroom
is less about collecting bodies in a
common physical space and more about
attracting and holding the attention of
those present.
My advice is predicated on recognizing
the competition between communities

for students' attention. Something to
keep in mind as one tries to establish
community in wired classrooms is that
other communities vie for students'
attention not only before and after, but
even during class. Rather than treating
these various competitors as inferior, as
distractions, as "virtual" communities, in
comparison to the superior, attentiondemanding, "real" community offered in
the classroom, we ought to look for ways
to include these other communities in
our classroom community: because from
this will come the inclusion of the
classroom community in those other
communities. Recall how heartening it is
to have a student come into class
excited about a conversation sjhe had
with friends after seeing a movie or
hearing a song in which some aspect of a
previous class resonated.
By explicitly attending to communities
outside the class, educators can extend
their reach beyond the classroom, and
beyond that part of the student's
experience that isolates the class from
the rest of her or his life.
Without
teaching classes twice the size of those
we currently teach, we can influence and
begin the process of educating twice as
many people by inviting each student to
have at least one friend on-line in a livetime chat mode. The student should be
instructed to explain to that on-line friend
what is being said in class, and to keep a
record of their explanations for grade
submissions. The students in class will
then be forced to learn in a way notetaking is supposed, but often fails, to
work because the note-taker lacks the
experience of failing to take complete
notes and then being forced to try to
make sense of them upon returning to
them in a different state of mind. But in
(Continued on page 9)

order to explain to an absent
friend, each student would have
to clarify her or his own
understanding of the concepts
under discussion. And rather
than one source of healthy
skepticism contributing to-class
discussion, each student could
represent two such sources: heror himself, and the on-line
In this scenario, the
friend.
class ceases to be in direct
competition with fifteen, thirty,
or conceivably more other
communities, and instead opens
itself up to membership in each
of those communities by inviting
members from each of those
communities into the classroom
community-witheut increasing
the instructor's workload. The
explanatory notes the studen!
keeps to submit for grade can
replace the reading journal, the
daily paper, or even, taken
cumulatively, a mid-term exam
or a short paper. Furthermore,
this scenario has the potential
to introduce to many people
outside the classroom the texts
and ideas that fascinate
teachers of literature and that
represent, to us, an integral part
of genuine education. Imagine
having the person beside you on
an airplane ask for further
clarification of dialogism or
Philip Sidney's argument for the
supremacy of the poet over the
historian and philosopher, rather
than having them say "I'd better
watch my grammar, then, eh?"
when you tell them what you do
for a living.
t-

I

I
I

Of course even a pair of
students constitutes a
community, and from this
smallest
of
possible
communities,
larger
communities can grow. There is

nothing new in t~e assignment
of partners to enhance
classroom discourse, er to
balance strength against
weakness, or to share a heavy
workload, but what worked well
in the traditional classroom
need not be abandoned in the
wired classroom. One form of
partnered work with which I
have had success ~ the
composition of web pages. I give
students time to compose the
page in class from material they
have been required to collect
outside of class, and I
encourage them to experiment
with their web-pages. They often
get silly and they usually have
fun, and, best of all, when both
of them are stumped they will
more readily turn to a pair
working close by than will one
student working in isolation turn
to another single student. When
the class convenes as a whole
to critique each other's webpages the student authors get a
chance to see what elements of
their work communicate
meaningfully, and what simply
comes across as "gee whiz!", i.e.
as technology for technology's
sake. The. ultimate goal of this
approach is to construct a class
website in which each student
feels an investment, and to
which all feel they can return for
a brief refresher course on the
class theme, or on individual
elements important across the
spectrum of literary study.
Both these suggestions hold the
promise of making what
happens in class part of the
larger life of each of our
students, and of others in the
various communities each
student inhabits. ..

Call for Papers
L.M. Montgomery's
Interior IExterior
Landscapes
Sixth Biennial International
Conference
24·27 June 2004
You are invited to join scholars and enthusiasts
from around the _ world for four days of
fascinating discussions led by over 40 presenters
on- topics that include the re-creation of a lost
landscape, research into the imagined landscape,
the domestication of Montgomery's heroines, the
reconfiguration of women's same-sex
relationships, use of personal space, the creation
of false memories, connections between language
and landscape, landscape and courtship, and even
the use of landscape in depicting the horrors of
the First World War. Landscapes may captUre or
suggest a place, a memory, a feeling, a cultural
marker, or even a rhythm. We will examine why
L.M. Montgomery has an international
reputation for the (re)creation of Prince Edward
Island and Ontario landscapes in her fiction and
poetry, and also in her diaries and letters.
Keynote presentations will discuss the power of
Montgomery's descriptiollsand will theorize her
creation of interior and exterior space.
Thursday Keynote: "Transcending Time and
Space - The Allure of Montgomery's Landscapes,"
Rachna Gilmore, Governor General' Awardwinning author of fifteen books from Ottawa,
Ontario.
Friday Keynote: "Landscape as Palimpsest
Pentimento, Epiphany: Lucy Maud
Montgomery's Interiorisation of the Exterior,
Exteriorisation of the Interior," Rosemary Ross ·
Johnston, Director of the Centre for Research and
Education in the Arts at the University of
Technology, Sydney, Australia.
For more information on the conference and a
registration form, please visit:
www.lmmontgomery.ca

Spare the tree and spoil
the course: Is online
really where we want to

go?
Devon Galway, Algonquin College

An interesting spin on the online
education phenomenon is the hybrid
delivery mode. This is not a new idea,
and, at face value, the hybrid format
addresses a number of the concerns
that could be raised about online
delivery. For instance, this delivery
mode ensures that faculty and
students are in contact in a classroom
situation once a week. It is interesting
to note that the Canadian Oxford
Dictionary defines hybrid as "a thing
composed of mixed or incongruous
elements." The hybrid option does mix
two modes of delivery. However, as in
botany or genetics, this hybridization is
a kind of lottery. Sometimes the results
are very encouraging, and sometimes
they can be dangerous. Before
continuing, it is important to make a
clarification. Some of us currently use
online tools like web pages in addition
to our normal weekly routine. In many
ways, this is an increasingly useful tool
for dealing with the widening gulf
between where students "are" when
they arrive in our classes and the level
of knowledge we expect. These forms
of support are not, and never should
be, considered the same as going
online. Semantically, the distinction is
between "in addition to," a
supplement, and "instead of," a
replacement. Thankfully, through
experience we can learn how to
increase the likelihood of positive and
encouraging results.
-If you are encouraged to consider a
form of online delivery for a class,

reflect on your past experiences with
students taking that class. For
example, most post-secondary
institutions offer some form of first-year
composition course to engineering
students. In many institutions, this is
the only writing course engineers are
required to take. This is not a course
that should be delivered online. The
paradox here is that the engineering
students are the ones most likely to
have the knowledge to function
competently in an online environment.
The students' attitude towards the
composition course significantly
reduces their chances of success.
Based on experience, I believe that
courses with significant online
components should only be available
by choice, and, even then, only to
students who are driven and likely to
succeed in self-study type programs. If
students do not have a choice or are
not strong self-motivators they are
more likely to fail. The potential for a
dramatic spike in failing grades should
make us all quite uncomfortable, but
rest assured that in many cases, there
is no gray area. Most students who fail
simply do not submit any work at all, do
not submit enough work, do not
participate in the course or, worse yet,
do not "come" to class. As an aside,
consider for a moment all the reasons
that may stop students from
"attending" an online class.
Technophobia, financial constraints,
outdated technology and literacy issues

are a few that come to _mind. At the end
of the day, as one of my colleagues
explains to his students, "I am only a
scribe. I put the grades you earn in the
spreadsheet and the application gives
you your grade." True as that may be,
an increase in failing grades can draw
attention and so the next point,
support, becomes important.
The first instance of support is that of
your department chair or your dean.
Does he or she believe in online? Is he
or she under pressure from elsewhere
to embrace or support onfioe modes
beyond the boun.ds of academic
common
sense?
Going online to any
extent should not
reduce the level of
academic rigour. It
is very much a case
of
"spare
the
curriculum
and
spoil the student."
After the parade of
woe beg 0 n~ e
students
march
through your chair's
office, and he or
she drops by your
office to discuss
the matter, will it be
to congratulate or
to
censure?
Support in this area is extremely
important for both our mental stability
and our ability to succeed. We are less
likely to try or even consider the
dynamic alternatives that online offers
if we feel that our results will be
overturned by chairs or deans who are
more focussed on success rates or
reducing attrition. Clearly related to this
is the second type of support, which
rudely put, is financial support. As we
all know; it is one thing to identify the
best resources, but it is a completely
different thing to obtain the funds to
purchase those resources. The desire
to go online has a price tag attached.

Make no mistake, money is not a
curative when dealing with online
education. Disbursements must be
tliought out and connected with goals,
and those goals must be developed in
consultation with faculty.
This brings me to a final point: time.
Teaching an online course is not the
same as teaching a standard course.
Depending on your technical
knowledge base, delivering an online
course for the first time could increase
your workload by a factor of three. In
addition to time spent developing
curriculum and formatting it for
effective presentation
n e
o n I
communication with
students
increases
dramatically.
Consider a question
students often ask:
How long does this
have to be? In the
classroom,
one
student asks the
question
and
all
those present hear
the answer. In an
online class, each
student sends you an
e-mail, which could
bog down your inbox
with more than 50 email messages for large classes.
Finally, let us suppose that you
complete the development of an online
course and deliver it successfully. Do
you allow the course to lay fallow from
now on, or do you continually update it
based on your changing research
interests or emerging informatien in
the field?- It is one thing to walk into a
lecture theatre and summarize a
recent article Tor the students and then
extemporize on tfie ramifications of the
material. It is something completely
different to formaliZe the response and
deliver it online. we

All over the Map: the shifting Boundaries of "Higher Education in Canada"
Dr. Virginia Cooke
Dean, Arts and Applied Arts
University College of the Fraser
Valley

This Professional Concerns panel,
addressing
"the new hybrid
institutions" of post-secondary
education in Canada, borrows for its
metaphor the term "hybrid," defined in
the Oxford English Dictionary as "the
offspring of two animals or plants of
different species," or figuratively,
"anything derived from heterogeneous
sources, or composed of incongruous
elements."
A relatively new word,
scarcely used until the nineteenth
century, "hybrid" originally meant the
offspring of a wild boar and a tame
sow.
Connotations were generally
negative-half-breed, mongrel-though
when applied to roses, it fared rather
The panelists today all hail
better.
from "university colleges," a term
implying the mating of "traditional
universities" with colleges,
a
problematic term, since the meaning
of "college" varies markedly from
province to province.

"The simple nilme of university
colleges raises both issues of
credibility and identity. People
are puzzled by the designation,
and think of university colleges
as 'halfway houses,' expressing
surprise that we offer degrees."

Equally problematic, however, is the
concept of the "traditional university."
One needn't dig far into the

background of Canadian universities to
uncover clear evidence of "hybridity."
The history of Canadian universities
includes complicated - tales of sectarian
rivalries, often I~ading to a delicate
balance between institutional species.
Divinity schools, teachers' colleges,
agricultural colleges-a host of such
institutions amalgamated or transformed
into the various universities that dot the
Canadian landscape. The relationship
between these species of institutions
appears to be one of evolution rather than
distinction, and one begins to suspect
that the "hybrid" may characterize the
Canadian tradition.
Acadia, for example, emerged because
Baptists were excluded from the Anglican
King's College in Windsor, Nova Scotia
(King's College later moved to Halifax). In
response, the Baptists created "Horton
Academy' to prevent bright young Baptist
from being drawn to colleges in the United
States (Moody.)*
Dalhousie College,
founded in 1818, though supposedly nonsectarian, preferred Presbyterians in
faculty hiring; thus, the Baptists founded
Queen's College, Horton, later re-named
Acadia when regal powers in England
objected to a "dissenters' college" being
named in memory of Queen Victoria.

The University of Manitoba served as a
degree-granting agency for its three
founding colleges: St John's (Anglican),
Manitoba College (Presbyterian), and St.
Boniface (CatholiC).
Based on the
University of London model in England,
the university had no teaching function.
"Teaching was done in the colleges by
individuals who carried heavy loads, often
up to forty hours in the classroom per
week.
They had little incentive for
research" (Bumsted). A struggle ensued
over the pressure to add profeSSional
schools, with heated debates over the
purpose of higher education. By 1900, the
power and much of the teaching function
gradually shifted from the colleges to the

university.
Brandon College (Baptist) chose in 1912
to affiliate not with the University of
Manitoba, but with McMaster, in order to
offer degrees. Waterloo was chosen as
the site for Canada's Lutheran seminary,
since the city of Toronto was deemed
liable to weaken students' Lutheran
principles (Mclaughlin). It entered into an
affiliation with the University of Western
Ontario. According to their web page, The
University of Regina was established by
the Methodists in 1911 as a high school,
and metamorphosed into a junior college
of the University of Saskatchewan.

"The result of all of this is that
faculty, whose excitement in
teaching is often fueled by
their research, become
increasingly frustrated."

When the Northwest Territories sought to
establish university education, a
collaboration with McGill resulted in the
University of Alberta. Local accredited
colleges were encouraged to move onsite
to become part of the affiliation (Johns).
McGill seems to have spawned several
hybrid offspring, one of which was the
UBC's
University of British Columbia.
archives reveal that it emerged as an
extension of Vancouver High School,
transformed (in 1906) into McGill
University College of British Columbia,
offering two-year transfer courses in the
arts and sciences. Victoria College (now
the University of Victoria) also sprouted
from McGill, but in 1920 was reborn in
alliance with UBC.

These examples-among many
others-demonstrate the shifting
boundaries - between
institutional species. So the
more recent hybrids, with
colleges assuming some
functions and degree programs
previously associated with
universities, and universities
adding programs and
certificates usually .reserved for
colleges, are not so much
radical models as simply
newcomers in the hybrid
tradition. Nevertheless, caught
in these sh ifting shapes,
uneven growth, and financial
pressures, the new hybrid
institutions struggle with issues
of identity, credibility, and
autonomy.

"Our graduates are
sometimes regarded with
suspicion when they
apply to graduate
schools."

----

universities, but these requests
have been greeted with hostility
by the provincial ministry. Our
-graduates are sometimes
regarded with suspicion when
they apply to graduate schools.
Fund-raising
becomes
problematic because of the
"college" tag. These problems
may be exacerbated in
Over the past fifteen years, the
provinces other than B.C. and
Alberta, where colleges have
government of British Columbia
has created five university
since their inception offered
colleges, complex institutions
university transfer programs.
with a range of developmental,
Furthermore,
in
B.C.,
vocational, and academic
universities have less autonomy
than the four traditional
programs,
including
undergraduate degrees.
universities, since legislation
Previously
"community
links us with colleges ar:1d
colleges" offering two years of - institutes.
university transfer, they first
affiliated with established
For faculty, areas of concern
universities to offer degrees (as
are heavy teaching loads and
did UBC so many years ago),
tha meagre support for
and then gained indepedence.
research.
Although many
They serve the province and
faculty in the two-year colleges
their students well; however,
had always engaged in some
they struggle to find th_~ir
research, it was not strictly
shape.
required or rewarded. When
university colleges were formed,
The simple name of university
the affiliated universities
participated in hiring and
colleges raises both issues of
credibility and identity. People
establishing standards,
are puzzled by the designation,
including insistence on decent
and think of university colleges
records of research. Evaluation
as
" half-way houses",
procedures were changed to
expressing surprise that we
include research, and
offer degrees.
In British
administrations struggled to
Columbia, the consortium of
find modest institutional
university colleges has
support.
Yet once these
req_uested to be termed
expecta! ions were created,
"regional" or "comprehensive"
(Continued on page 14)

Irish Gothic: Hauntings,
Histories, and Horrors
Papers are invited for an International-Gothic Association panel, "Irish Gothic: Hauntings, Histories, and Horrors," to take place at the Canadian Association for
Irish Studies' annual conference, "Mother Tongue: The
Languages of Ireland," 26-29 May 2004 in Halifax,
Nova Scotia. Proposals on any aspect of Irish gothic
literature are welcome (from Maturin, Lefanu and
Stoker forward to the present day). Possible topics,
broadly defined, include:

o
o
o

the gothic and the representation of famine
the-gothic and the Irish diaspora
the gothic and representations of political viorence

o

Ireland as "haunted by history" (in Tom Dunne's
p_hrase)

o

representations of the supernatural: the gothic vs.
the folkloric

o
o

the language of the gothic
representations of the Irish language, or Irish
speakers of English, in English-language gothic

200"word proposals should be submitted by 15 January 2004 via e-mail to jwright@wlu.ca or via hardcopy

to:
Julia M. Wright, Canada Research Chair
Department of English & Film Studies
Wilfrid Laurier University
75 University Ave. W.
-Waterloo, Ontario
Canada N2L 3C5

Presenters must be members of CAIS. For further information about the Canadian
Assoc. for Irish Studies and the
2004 conference, go to <www.
irishstudies.ca>; for further information about the International Gothic Association, go to
<http://www-sul.stanford.edu/
mirrors/romnetjiga/> .

CALL FOR PAPERS
for the upcoming conference:

For The Love of Words:
Aboriginal Writers of Canada
September 30-0ctober 2, 2004
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB, Canada
Hosted by the Department of Native Studies
The study of the literature by Aboriginal writers in Canada has often been
subsumed under categories, patterns, and themes that fail to recognize the
unique styles, imaginations, tropes, and metaphors of individual authors.
This conference seeks to explore and highlight the aesthetic richness of the
texts and the fluid nature of language. It will bring together writers and
scholars respectively engaged in artistic and critical appreciation of "the
love of words" in Aboriginal literatures.
A variety of critical perspectives and/ or themes are encouraged; however,
papers should discuss an Aboriginal (particularly, First Nation and Metis)
author and/or work(s) with particular emphasis on uniqueness, nuance,
complexity, and creativity of the writer/writing. Some themes that may
emerge include:

•
•
•
•

resistance aesthetics

•

genres and genders

•

space and borders

Language and style
audience and community
standards of literary evaluation

We invite submissions of three (3) copies of either 300-500 words
proposals or completed papers. Please include a 100 word abstract and a
brief bio-bibliographical note. Also kindly submit an email or a computer
disk with the same information. The deadline for submissions is April 1,
2004.
Submission may be sent to either
Dr. Emma LaRocque
Department of Native Studies
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB
or
Canada
R3T2N2
ernrna_Iarocque@Umanitoba.ca

Dr. Renate Eigenbrod
Department of Native Studies
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB
Canada
R3T2N2
eigenbro@ms.umanitoba.ca

All over the Map ...
(Continued from page 13)

reactions turned into obstacles:
1)
The provincial government has
refused to allow university colleges to
add research to their mandates, fearing
that there may be a cost attached, and
that the institutions may begin to
resemble traditional universities too
closely.
2) The traditional universities, who once
insisted on research records for
university college faculty, suddenly
became less supportive, protecting their
own monopoly on research funding.
3)
Granting agencies disqualify or
discriminate against faculty and
institutions with "college" attached.
Recognition is not non-existent, but it's
very grudging, as, for example, with the
Canada Chairs.
Two-year colleges consider the
4)
expressed commitment to research
support as pretentious, perhaps picturing
Berkeley-style nuclear physics labs
springing up on university college
grounds.
The result of all this is that faculty,
whose excitement in teaching is often
fuelled by their research, become
increasingly frustrated.
Ironically, having created the "new
hybrids," governments seem unsure of
what they have created. Like Victor
Frankenstein, they regard the sewn
together pieces, find their creations
threatening, and claim they don't know
us.
There's a twist on the hybrid
metaphor.
The eventual shape of these hybrids is a
matter of time and evolution, just as the
"traditional universities" have changed
and are changing shape. Ideally, the
process should be exhilarating, and
should add to the rich mix of programs
and institutions in Canadian higher

All over the Map ...

This is a call for papers for

(Continued from page 14)

education.
In practice, becoming recognized is
exhausting. Perhaps that is all part of the hybrid
tradition in Canada.
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well as we know we can?
This will come to you, I know, amidst stacks of papers
and other end of term deposits. Exhortations are not
what we need in mid-December; my apologies.
On another, less polemical note: this November, Noreen
Golfman finished her term as ACCUTE representative to
CFHSS.
We all know how much time, energy,
commitment, and sheer verve Noreen has brought to
ACCUTE for many years, as a President, on the Executive,
and in many other capacities. Our great thanks to her
for all her hard work.
My best wishes to all for a few, or more-, moments of
relaxation before January comes. And days get longer.
And our New Year's chances arrive at persuading our
colleagues to join, or rejoin ACCUTE. ...

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL
UCCB STORYTELLING
SYMPOSIUM
Dates: May 21 and 22,2003
Sponsored by
The University College of Cape Breton
in Sydney, Nova Scotia
Proposals for papers on any topic related to
storytelling such as innovative uses of storytelling
in academic and other disciplines are solicited.
However, this year we are focussing on the ways
stories are begun or ended by traditional or
modern storytellers, in an oral or textual medium.
We are looking for papers that, for example,
examine the role of beginnings and closures in
creating reader engagement, in shaping the story
or the reception of the story.
The Symposium combines an informal evening of
storytelling with a formal segment; Saturday is set
aside for the delivery of scholarly papers and
presentations to a mixed audience. Papers should
be no more than 10 or 11 typewritten pages in
order to be delivered in 20 minutes.
Queries, one page proposals, or completed papers
may
be
sent
to
Afra
Kavanagh
at
<afra_kavanagh@uccb.ca>, or to the address
listed below. The deadline for submissions is
February 2, 2004.

****** *** ***********
Address:
University College of Cape
Breton,
P.O. Box 5300
Sydney, N.S. B1P 6L2

******************************
Phone: 902-563-1431
Fax: 902-562-0119

Why Hire Non-Tenure Track Faculty?
John G. Cross and Edle N.
Goldenberg

Much that is written about nontenure-track faculty in higher
education today is distinctly
critical in tone, reflecting a
premise that the increasing use
of lecturers is driven almost
entirely by economics-by the
fact that non-tenure-track
faculty are significantly less
expensive than tenure-track
faculty. However, the empirical
foundations of these writings
rarely address motive. Instead,
they simply report the growth in
raw numbers of non-tenuretrack faculty over time, often
derived from voluntary
responses in national surveys.
We too have gone in search of
data about the composition of
arts and sciences teaching
faculty over time, but our
approach has been to focus on
the administrative processes
that lead to the use of_different
categories of faculty. We seek

to determine how the system
of faculty appointments
works,
how
various
instructional needs are
addressed, and what special
problems . are solved by
employing non-tenure-track
faculty. Ultimately, we need to
ascertain whether the growth
in numbers of non-tenuret-rack faculty creates a
problem for the universities
themselves.
In order to address these
questions in a preliminary
study, we selected a small
sample of four "Research I"
universities. Even with such a
small sample, our selection
was carefully chosen to
provide
considerable
variation in lo~al conditions.
Our sample universities were
set in very different local
labor markets; they were
subject to significant
differences in the severity of
budget pressures; they used

Interested in
•
gettIng more
information
about key
trends and
statistics in the field?
Get more information about the Canadian
Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences
(CFHSS) by visiting them online at
http://www.fedcan.ca

different internal resource
arJocation models; and they
represented both private and
public institutions (with
greater and lesser autonomy
with
res pect to state
legislatures). We visited each
over a period of two to three
days, collecting data and
interviewing data analysts
and decision makers at
multiple levels. Our goal was
to collect data in context; that
is, we sought to understand
what the data mean in the
midst of complicated
environments. Even so, with
such a small sample, our
conclusions to date can be
regarded as suggestive and
tentativ€ only.
Data Chatienges

Everyone with whom we
spoke-from provosts to
budget administratorswelcomed the opportunity to
cooperate with ,our study.
They were forthright in
offering access to their data,
although it was clear from the
start that many institutions do
not have data systems
adequate to understand the
nOrf-tenure-track issue.
Careful data management
systems are relatively new on
many campuses. In some
cases, they are the product of
one budget officer's efforts
rather than any broader
institutional initiative. This
means that not only that
different institutions have
different lengths to their
historical records, but also
that different categories of
instructor a re often not
effectively differentiated. For
example, not all institutions
have data systems that

distinguish
graduate
teaching assistants from
part-time instructors (a
distinction that is often
blurred anyway).
This data deficiency is
often compounded by the
fact that
academic
administrators tend to
focus their attention on
high-profile
faculty.
Although administrators
knew how many ' tenuretrack faculty they employed
(and how many FTE they
represent), they were much
less aware of the numbers
of
non-tenure-track
instructors. The answer to
the question, "How many
tenure-track faculty do you
have?" is typically precise
(e.g., "324"), but the
answer to the question,
"How many non-tenuretrack faculty do you have?"
is often vague (E.g., I think
it's about 20 percent).
Worse, different officers of
the
same
institution sometimes come
up
with
different
percentage estimates.
Nonetheless, the data we
did collect demonstrate
convincingly that the
number of non-tenure-track
faculty are growing in arts
and sciences at some of
our
nation's
most
prestigious institutions.
Answers to our questions
about
motive-which
courses non-tenure-track
faculty teach; how their
appointments are defined;
what
drives
their
appointments and reappointments; and how
their presence on the

The New Culture
teaching faculty affect university
functioning-could only come from our
interviews with university administrators
and not from any institutional archive.
Numbers and
Track Faculty

Roles of Non-Tenure-

In spite of the differences among our
institutions, we heard very similar stories
about the appointment of non-tenuretrack faculty. First, they teach the same
courses
everywhere-English
composition, beginning languages,
laboratory sections in the sciences, and
calculus. Most non-tenure-track teaching
is provided to first- and second-year
students. The trends in non-tenure-track
faculty teaching are clearly upward. We
were interested to find that the amount
of instruction by graduate student
teaching assistants has remained flat or
actually decreased. This probably
reflects the fact that many universities
have reduced their graduate student
populations
(especially
in the
Humanities) in recognition of reduced job
opportunities for new Ph.D.s.
More detailed data show the large
amount of growth of non-tenure-track
instruction in the Humanities. On one of
our campuses, by 1995 the number of
first-year-sophomore credit hours taught
generally by non-tenure-track faculty in
the Humanities surpassed the number
generated
by their tenure-track
colleagues. Growth is less dramatic but
still evident in the social sciences and
the natural sciences. Non-ten u re-track
instruction is expanding even into juniorsenior courses but at a much smaller
rate. We were surprised to discover that
non-tenure-track faculty are also moving
into non-instructional faculty roles, such
as student advising and even college
administration.
Labor market differences clearly
influence the parameters that govern
non-tenure-track appointments. Rural markets in which there are few

alternatives to university teaching
appointments are characterized by low
turnover and correspondingly high
appointment durations. In urban areas
where
alternative
employment
opportunities are plentiful, the turnover
rates are higher, and the universities
have established formal policies that
limit the possible duration of one
individual's appointment.
Everyone agrees that cost-cutting is an
important factor in the increasing use of
non-tenure-track faculty in the arts and
sciences. However, it is just one in a long
list of motives that lead to the
employment of non-tenure-track faculty.
Other motives might include:

"More detailed data
show the large
amount ofgrowth
of non-tenure-track

•

The need to replace
temporarily on leave;

faculty

instruction in the

•

The use of "adjuncts" who bring
special knowledge and experience
into the academy;

Humanities. On

•

The
offering
of
teaching
opportunities to retirees as a
retirement inducement;

campuses, by 1995

•

The expanding need for "remedial"
education;

the number of/irst-

•

The wish to support long-term
research faculty whose research
funding has temporarily lapsed;

year-sophomore

•

Resistance on the part of tenured
faculty to teach some coursesespecially beginning language
courses-and to fill certain roles
such as advisor;

•

The
use
of
lecturers
administrative roles;

in

•

The employment of a partner in a
dual career recruitment;

•

Budgetary savings.

Additional motives that affect who
teaches undergraduate courses derive
from a concern about strengthening
graduate education and preparation for
the job market, for example:
(Continued on page 18)

one of our

credit hours taught
generally by nontenure-track faculty
in the Humanities
surpassed the
number generated

by their tenuretrack colleagues. "

Why Hire Non-Tenure Track Faculty? ... Continued
(Continued from page 17)

•

The provision of support to
graduate - students as teaching
assistants;

•

The integration ·of teaching
experience into graduate training
programs;

•

The growing use of "teaching postdocs" as a way of preparing new Ph.
D.s for teaching careers.

We encountered examples of each of
these motives in our interviews, and
there may be others still. The length of
this list is impressive, and many of the
motives listed here are notable related to
efforts to improve programs and have
little or nothing to do with cost-cutting.
We believe that it is impor):ant for tne
current debates about the growing use of
non-tenure-track faculty to include this

Staffing Index
=> Proportion of instructional faculty and staff working part time in fall 1~98: 4
of 10
=> Percentage of faculty members at community colleges working part time in
1970:20
=> Percentage of faculty members at community colleges working part time in
1998:60
=> Percentage of full-time appointments made off the tenure track in 1969: 3.3
Year by which the majority of all full-time faculty appointments made were
off the tenure track: 1993

=> Percentage of full-time faculty without office space: 3
=> Percentage of part-time faculty without office space: 33
=> Percentage of fuHime faculty without regularly scheduled office hours: 14
=> Percentage of part-time faculty without regularly scheduled office hours: 49
=> Percentage of part-time faculty-members who are female: 45
=> Percentage of full-time faculty members who are female: 33
=> Ratio of male full-time instructional faculty and ~taff with tenure to female
full-time instructional faculty and staff with tenure in 1992: 3:2
=> Ratio of male full-time instructional faculty and staff with-tenure to female
full-time instructional faculty and staff with tenure in 1998: 3:2
=> Percentage increase in Black full-time instructional faculty and staff with
tenure from 1992 to 1998: 0.4
=> Percentage increase in Asian/Pacific Islander full-time instructional faculty
and staff with tenure from 1992 to 1998: 2.0
=> Percentage increase in Hispanic full-time instructional faculty and staff with
tenure from 1992 to 1998: 3.6
=> Ratio of part-time instructional faculty and staff who prefer part-time
employment to those who do not: 1:2
=> Percentage of those employed part time in the humanities who work part
'me because full time employment is unavailable: 60

full range of motives and to recognize
the complexity of the forces driving the
employment of non-tenure-track
faculty. As this demonstrates, not every
lecturer is hired for reasons of cost; in
practice, many are initially hired for· the
sake of their special contributions to
their university communities.
Conclusions

This is not say that there is no problem.
Even in this preliminary study, our data
.are consistent with the already available
survey data that reveal a continuing and
significant increase in the use of nontenure-track faculty in l1-igher education.
Our interviews also confirm an
observation that has been made in a few
other studies: most university
administrators are only vaguely aware of.
the extent of this expansion. Whereas
the appointment of tenure-track faculty
is always closely monitored by university
non-ten ure-track
ad min istrations,
appointments are usually governed by
decentralized decision making that is
almost invisible at the university level.
This is particularly the case when
universities turn to decentralized funding
models-such as _ "ResponsibilityCentered Management." These funding
models heighten the importance of the
cost motive in a decontrolled
environment, leading to collective
decisions that may be wholly
inconsistent with overall university
priorities. These two factors-growing
numbers and lack of awareness-create
a context within which the nature of the
professoriate can change in ways directly
contradictory to the educational
preferences of university leaders.
Whatever the motive for appointing nontenure-track faculty, there remains an
important economic reality. Non-tenuretrack faculty are significantly less
expensive providers of teaching effort.
On the campuses we studied, they cost
on average a~out half as much per credit
hour -as their tenure-track colleagues.
(Continued on page 19)

Once the larger cohort of nontenure-track faculty is in place,
and once the university budget
has absorbed their lower cost
(and used the savings for salary
increases,
new hiring,
maintenance, new facilities, or
whatever), it becomes almost
impossible to
retreat.
Particularly at public institutions
that face annual reductions (or
very small increases) in state
funding, financial resources are
not available to undo decisions
made in the past, and the nontenure-track faculty lines
become permanent.
In future reports we plan to
explore the implications of the
growth and size of the nontenure-track faculty for
university governance and
administration, departmental
management, and even
collective bargaining. We also
plan to explore the forces that
lead to increasingly intense
competition among universities
for both faculty and students as
well as the extent to which that
competition restricts the ability
of university administrators to
manage faculty composition.
We often hear that the
traditional model of the
"balanced" faculty memberwhose research informs his or
her teaching and whose
teaching drives research-is
being replaced by a "star"
system in which high-paid
research faculty do little
teaching while the less-well-paid
non-tenure-track lecturers are
assigned only teaching roles.
The ultimate question is
whether this increasing
segmentation of faculty roles is
something
university
administrators are able to ·
control or whether it arises from
the environment in which
universities are embedded. ...

Call for Papers: BUILT

Free Exchange
Annual Interdisciplinary Graduate Student Conference
University of Calgary, Calgary Alberta
March 5-6, 2004
The aim of this year's conference is to investigate things built: spaces, texts, ideas, histories,
culture. Built as potential energy, building as kinetic. We hope to promote hybrid discussions on
the trajectories of what is built, taken apart, destroyed and memorialized. We are interested in
the built as material, body, text, memory, and language in continuous correspondence with the
mosaics of various disciplines across historical periods. Indeed, we are interested in how
disciplines and periods are built.
You are invited to submit papers that deal with space, negative space, contrived space, textual
space, the fetish of space, the Fascist spectacle, the rhetoric of 'rebuilding' vs. 'mass
destruction,' politics, contemporary and historical ground zeroes, walls, exploitation of space,
dialogues of the absent, holes, tunnels, scabs, subterranean passages, bridges, freeways,
tattoos, memorials, intoxication, injection sites, squatting, gentrification, public spaces, private
spaces, mythical spaces, molds, scaffolds.
The above can be incorporated into or find collusions with ideas on: environmental design, ecocriticism, landscape, architecture, geography, nature constructions, the city, the flaneur, books,
texts, poetics, the body, the bu ilding of nations, history, futurity, fictions.
Plenary speakers to be announced.
Abstracts from all disciplines are encouraged. Please submit one page abstracts and curriculum
vitae to the address below by January 15, 2004. Submissions may be made by email or post.
Free Exchange, clo Kenna L. Olsen, Chair, Dept. of English, University of Calgary, Social
Sciences Bldg, 11th Floor, 2500 University Dr., NW, Calgary, Alberta, T2N lN4, email:
klolsen@ucalgary.ca
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Call' for Papers

Traverse: Writing Travel
UWO English Graduate Student Conference

April 29-May 1, 2004
In the Spring of 2004, The.University of We.stern Ontario Department of English will host a
graduate student conference Or:l the theme of writing / imagining travel. What does it
mean to travel? What are the symbolic implications of mobility, and what are the cultural,
sociological realities surrounding it? Does "travel" signify the moment of crossing space
:
and borders, of passing between the familiar and the foreign, or does the notion convey
more than a state of physical transition? We invite paper or panel proposals discussing the notion of travel as it is represented in the literature of any period, people or geographical area.-Papers that take a cross-disciplinary approach to the
theme are strongly encouraged.
Topics might address: the travelogue or travel diary as literary genre; diaspora; migrancy; home and away; tourism/
escapism; exile narratives; quests and pilgrimages; transportation technology and its associations; time travel fantasy; the
functions of identity categories (race, gender, class, sexuality, etc.) in travel narratives.
We are pleased to announce that the conference will be opened with a keynote address given by Governor General's
Award winner George Elliott Clarke.
A special plenary panel on pedagogy, chaired by Frank Davey (Western) and featuring speaRers Neil Besner (Winnipeg),
Diana Brydon (Western), Kevin Flynn (Concordia), and Lynn- Mario (Brazil) will engage the issues surrounding teaching
travel.
Applicants are asked to submit:
1) a 300 word proposal, stating the significance of the paper ana its original contribution to the field
2) a 100 word abstract
3) a bibliography and 50-word bIographical statemen!
Submission of an electronic copy of proposal by e:maU,-in addition to three hoard copies by regular mail, is required .
Author's name must not appear on the proposal. Papers should be 20 minutes in length.
Please send proposals and inquiries to:
travelconference@uwo.ca
Travel Conference
c/o Karls Shearer
Department of EngUsh , University College
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada
N6A3K7
Submission must be postmarked by: January 16, 2004
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Call for Papers for a Special Issue of the University of Toronto Quarterly, Fall 2005:

The Politics and Poetics of Haunting in Canadian
Literature and Visual Culture
For many years, Canada was renowned for its supposed lack of ghosts. In 1833, Catharine Parr Traill proclaimed:
"As to ghosts or spirits they appear totally banished from Canada. This is too matter-of-fact country for such
supernaturals to visit." Over a hundred years later, Canadian poet and critic Earle Birney echoed her sentiments
stating that "it's only by our lack of ghosts we're haunted." These assertions need to be revisited because Canadian
authors, artists, and film-makers are obsessed with ghosts and haunting. A host of writers and artists, including
Margaret Atwood, Anne Marie MacDonald, Jane Urquhart, Timothy Findley, Michael Ondaatje, Daphne Marlatt, Kerri
Sakamoto, Joy Kogawa, Eden Robinson, Dionne Brand, David Cronenberg, Atom Egoyan, Robert Houle, Karoo
Ashevak, Jessie Oonark, Colette Whiten, and Sandra Meigs have taken pains to map the intricacies of haunting.
Dr. Marlene Goldman (Department of English at the University of Toronto) and Dr. Joanne Saul (Department of
English and Film Studies Wilfrid Laurier University), guest editors of the UTQ issue on Haunting in Canadian
Literature and Visual Culture, seek papers that address questions like the following:

=> How does living with ghosts entail a politics of memory, of inheritance, and of mourning that continues to shape
Canadian literature and visual culture?

=> What is the impact of the Gothic on Canadian art and writing?
=> How do works by First Nations authors and artists interrogate Canada's supposed ghostiessness?
=> To what extent does an interest in ghosts Signal anxieties associated with multiple or diasporic identities?
=> Is there a distinct significance to haunting in women's textual and artistic productions?
=> If ghosts signal the return of a secret, something repressed, then what types of secrets (ranging from personal and
familial to national and extranational) are encrypted in the texts under consideration?

=> What is the impact of haunting on textual and artistic production; for instance, to what extent
is abjection (understood textually as an impulse toward decomposition, disintegration and
the breaking-up of language) implicated in treatments of haunting?
Submitted essays should conform to University of Toronto Quarterly house style based on
The Chicago Manual of Style. Please send two copies of completed papers, along with a
copy on disk (double spaced, max. 25 pages) and a brief professional bio (50 words) by
December 1, 2004 to:

Dr. Marlene Goldman and Dr. Joanne Saul, c/o University of Toronto Quarterly, 334
Larkin Building, 6 Hoskin Avenue, Trinity College, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON
M5S 1H8
Queries: (416) 978-3055 or utq@chass.utoronto.ca
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"SURF'S UP!"
THE RISING TIDE OF ATLANTICCANADIAN LITERATURE
OCTOBER 15-17, 2004
ACADIA UNIVERSITY
WOLFVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA
The last few decades have been marked by a distinct surge in literary activity in Atlantic Canada, during which Atlantic
writers have become increasingiyprominent on the national and international literary scene. In recognition of the growing
volume and profile of Atlantic-Canadian literature, Acadia University will be hosting a conference on contemporary AtlanticCanadian literature as part of its ongoing Thomas Raddall Symposium series. The keynote speakers are Lesley Choyce and
Wendy Li~l, and there will be readings by Lynn Coady, Anne Compton and Michael Crummey. Conference activities include a
wine-and-cheese, a tour of award-winning Gaspereau Press's print shop, and a banquet.
The aim of the conference, in short, is to give Atlantic-Canadian writing the sustained critical appraisal it is due, by
addressing the complexities of individual writers' works, as well as broader concerns such as the forces behind this current
proliferation of literary activity and the cultural place of Atlantic Canada in Confederation. We will consider proposals for
papers and panels from all critical and theoretical perspectives and on any topics related to contemporary Atlantic-Canadian
literature. Possible topics include:
•

Regionalism and Atlantic-Canadian identity

•

Going down the road: writing and the Atlantic-Canadian diaspora

•

Demythologizing 'the folk'

•
•

History and historiography
Gender, race, and ethnicity

•

Tourism and heritage

•
•

Labour and class
Ecology and the environm~nt

•

Dysfunctional families: an Atlantic specialty?

•

Atlantic film and theatre

SOO-word proposals should be accompanied by a separate cover sheet contammg a 50-word abstract, full contact
information, and a short biographical note. Proposals for panels should contain a title for the panel, the name of the contact
person for the panel, and the individual proposals complete with cover sheets. Proposals should be submitted electronically and
in hard copy by Feb. 28,2004. Please direct proposals and any questions to:
Dr. Herb Wyile,
Department of English, Acadia University
Wolfville, NS Canada B4P 2R6
Email: herb.wyile@acadiau.ca
Tel: 902-585-1255 Fax: 902-585-1070

Deadline for Submissions: February 28, 2004
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Nancy Huston:
Transcultural Dialogues
an international bilingual colloquium on the works of Nancy Huston.
May 20 and 21, 2004
Mount Royal College, Calgary
We are happy to announce that Ms. Huston has confirmed her attendance at the
closing session of the colloquium where she will read unpublished texts in both
English and French.
The writings of Calgary-born novelist Nancy Huston depict imaginary characters selected from different cultural and national
backgrounds, and focus on both intercultural conflicts and common characteristics. The study of trans-cultural dialogues, cultural boundaries and ethnic affiliations in Huston's novels and essays reveals intriguing insights in understanding her literary
world and our world today. Does Nancy Huston attempt to emphasize a clash of civilizations or a need for a genuine civilized
dialogue among individuals and cultures?
Possible paper topics may include (but are certainly NOT confined to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beliefs and attitudes toward the "other"
Ethnic roots and identity
Aboriginal cultures and issues
Intercultural relations
Aspects of modernity
Contrasting conflicts and dialogues
Images of the Feminine
"Translation" in all its aspects

Abstract deadline is February 1, 2004.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposals (maximum of 250 words) are invited in either French or English.
Abstracts may be submitted bye-mail or by regular mail.
Notification will be made bye-mail before the 15 February 2004.
Abstracts should include the paper's title, author's name, academic affiliation,
mailing address, e-mail, and phone number.
Papers should not exceed 20 minutes in reading time.
Registration is $50, students $25.
Publication of the colloquium proceedings is planned if a grant can be obtained.

Please address all correspondence to:
Dr. Diana Patterson, Department of English, Faculty of Arts, Mount Royal College, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, T3E 6K6; dpatterson@mtroyal.ca
or check the colloquium website: www.mtroyal.ca/events/nancy_huston
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Call For Papers

Audrey Thomas
Guernica Writers Series
Guernica will be publishing a collection of essays in their Writers Series
entitled Audrey Thomas: Essays on Her Works in 2005. This collection will
combine previously published essays with new innovative essays that consider
individual works by Thomas or essays that link several of Thomas' texts. A
variety of theoretical perspectives, including feminism, post-colonialism,
Marxism, postmodernism, are welcome.
Please email a 1-2 page proposal and brief vitae (MSWord Document or RTF
attachment) to thompson@athabascau.ca by February 2,2004.
The deadline for the submission of finished papers (in MLA Format) is May 3,
2004.
Dr. Veronica Thompson
Centre for Language and Literature
Athabasca University
1 University Drive
Athabasca, AB Canada T9S 3A3
Email: thompson@athabascau.ca

International Gothic Association Panel
to be held at the
American Literature Association Conference
San Francisco
May 27-30, 2004
The session organizer invites 20-minute papers or two-page proposals on any aspect of the
gothic in American Literature. Papers may address any historical moment, literary genre, or
disciplinary methodology as long as they deal with some aspect of the gothic. Please send
proposals or papers electronically to Steven.Bruhm@msvu.ca, or by mail to Steven Bruhm,
Presiden!, International Gothic Association, Department of English, Mount St. Vincent
University, Halifax, NS, Canada, B3M 2J6. Deadline for submissions Is 10 January 2004.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Interiority in Early Modern England 1500-1700
15-16 October 2004, Saint Mary's University, Halifax, Canada
Plenary speakers:

Jonathan Sawday (The University of Strathclyde, Glasgow)
Elizabeth Hanson (Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario)
The subject of this multi-university and interdisciplinary conference is the ways in which
early modern English men and women experienced and expressed interiority in response
to dramatic political, religious, economic, social and cultural change. During a period that
witnessed religious reformation and confessional strife, civil war, republican experiment,
the execution of one king and the forced exile of another, as well as commercial and
imperial expansion, many individuals sought stability by turning inwards. But how
successful were these attempts to comprehend the self, and how fruitful were these
quests for stability? In recent decades scholars have scrutinized the complex political,
ideological and other currents (such as humanism and Protestantism) that helped forge
and shape English identity, and English subjectivity, during the early modern period. Yet
within literary studies, for example, Cultural Materialists and New Historicists have
revealed much about the public self, sometimes at the expense of other dimensions of
self that this conference hopes to explore.
Possible topics may include but are not limited to: intimacy, emotions, introspection,
corporeal anatomy, conscience, individualism, midwifery, witchcraft, domestic space and
architecture, devotional practices, autobiography, travel, and sexuality.
The main conference venue will be Saint Mary's University, and social functions will be
held at Dalhousie University and the University of King's College.
Please send 500-word abstracts, complete mailing address, including phone and fax
numbers, and e-mail,to GoranV. Stanivukovic, Department of English,Saint Mary's
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, B3H 3C3; phone: (902) 420-5706; fax: (902)
420-5110; e-mail: Goran.Stanivukovic@smu.ca
Deadline for abstracts: 15 February 2004. Selected papers will be published as essays in
a special issue of The Dalhousie Review.
Conference Organizers:
Goran V. Stanivukovic (Saint Mary's University)
Simon Kow (University of King's College)
Ronald Huebert (Dalhousie University)
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